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What IDELA is all about

The International Development and Early 
Learning Assessment (IDELA) is a 
powerful tool for measuring early 
childhood development. More than 100 
partners in 72 countries use IDELA, 
creating a wealth of global data.  

The Data Explorer allows public access to 
IDELA data through dynamic visuals that 
bring child and caregiver information to 
life. The Data Explorer empowers 
individuals, teams and organizations to 
make better data-driven decisions in early 
childhood development. 

moving forward

https://arnec.net arnec secretariat@arnec.net
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IDELA is a global tool used to assess a group 
of children’s early learning and development 
along four domains: motor development, 
emergent literacy, emergent numeracy, and 
social-emotional development.  It is not used 
for direct child assessment for developmental 
screening; rather it is used to describe a 
population or community of young children, 
particularly 3-6 years old.

Frannie Noble, Save 
the Children USA

Lela Chakhaia, Save 
the Children USA

Key points

IDELA Data Explorer provides visual
information on young children and caregivers 
from partners all over the world. Partners use 
IDELA and share the data with us as part of a 
global good to inform ECD decisions for policy 
and programs.

1 Organisations and individuals 
can use the IDELA toolkit; 
they need to sign an MOU; 
more info at https://idela-
network.org

2 Use of partner’s data needs
consent; Save the Children
USA can help facilitate this
between the requesting party 
and partner/s

3 Save the Children to check if
IDELA can be adapted for 
children with disabilities

Visit the ARNEC website for the 
recording of this webinar and a 
copy of the presentation.



IDELA DATA EXPLORER
LAUNCH OF THE



AGENDA

I. Introduction to IDELA

II. Welcome to the IDELA Data 
Explorer!

III. How peers are using the Data 
Explorer

IV. Q&A



What is IDELA?
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Direct child assessment

Intended for global use

Successfully adapted and used in varied contexts

Monitors/tracks progress on a population/community level

Tracks impact of interventions; compares effectiveness of approaches

Intended to improve programs, policy, and practice



What does IDELA measure? 
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Motor 
Development 

• Fine and gross motor 
skills: Hopping; Copying 
shape; Folding paper; 
Drawing 

Emergent Literacy

• Print Awareness; Oral 
Language; Letters; 
Phonological 
Awareness; Listening 
Comprehension

Emergent   
Numeracy 

• Number Sense; Shapes 
& Spatial Relations; 
Sorting; Problem 
Solving; Measurement 
& Comparison

Social-Emotional 
Development 
• Perspective taking; 

Understanding 
feelings; Self 
awareness; Sharing; 
Peer interactions;

Learning Approaches 

Executive Function



What is IDELA Not?
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High stakes school readiness test 

Individual child diagnostic assessment

Formative assessment 

Ready for any use; off the shelf 
instrument 



Simple Administration
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Where We Stand

IDELA Partners

Administration guide
Translations
Training materials
Guidance videos

Public Resources

Reports
Case studies
Data Explorer
Community of Practice FAQ

www.idela-network.org



How Partners Use IDELA



Welcome!

IDELA DATA EXPLORER

A TOUR OF 
THE 



Support the work of global ECD actors

• Make access to data more equitable

• Support advocacy efforts in favor of 
increased funding towards ECD

• Demystify data through an intuitive 
platform 



The Data Explorer is fighting against a very narrow scope of 
expertise in these spaces and supporting the creation of a 
more representative, more effective, evidenced based 
community of practice for ECD. 

- Kim Foulds, Sesame Workshop



Your turn!

1
Visit the IDELA website
www.idela-network.org

2
Test out the Data Explorer 

for yourself!

3
Gain access to the IDELA toolkit



Q&A
SUBMIT YOUR QUESTIONS IN THE CHAT
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